
 
   

 
 

 

 
 

Frank Simon was instrumental in pioneering RFID applications when he became one of the first employees 
of Identification Devices Inc. (IDI) in 1984. While at IDI, he developed the idea of packaging the world’s first 
RFID microchip into a credit card sized tag for use in the building access control market. The product line 
was eventually sold to the Hughs Corporation and later became known as HID. Currently HID is the world’s 
largest supplier of proximity tags and readers used for entry into buildings and parking facilities. He also 
pioneered the process for putting RFID tags inside tires for DOT control, working with Central Transport 
and Goodyear Tire, as well as the use of RFID in “automatic guided vehicles” (Portec and Jarvis Webb). 
 
In 1988 he founded RF Engineered Systems, which developed the vehicle identification system used by 
Exxon in their “gas station of the future” and later by the Pittsburgh airport for identifying specific vehicles 
as they were parked at a gas pump.  
 
In 1992, RF Engineered Systems changed corporate structure and was renamed RF Identification Systems, 
which developed the world’s first commercially available RFID vehicle immobilizer. The product called 
“Magic” was sold by Prevent-A-Theft Inc. and additionally by Loctronics Inc. beginning in 1988. From 1993 
to 2003, there were approximately 400,000 of these devices installed in consumer vehicles. 
 
In 1988, Frank was on the development team that invented a payment enforcement system sold to finance 
companies and automobile dealers for use on vehicles sold to credit challenged customers. The system 
known as “OnTime” has been a featured news item on dozens of news broadcasts including ABC Nightly 
News and written up in the Wall Street Journal twice as well as the “Money” section of the USA Today. The 
product is marketed by Sekurus Inc., which was founded by Frank Simon and his brother, Mike. 
 
Today, Frank is developing a wireless product line to be used in vehicles as part of an “In Vehicle Wireless 
Network,” which will allow manufactures of GPS/GSM systems to wirelessly expand their I/O capabilities 
without changing their current designs and drastically reducing installation time in systems used to control 
multiple functions in a vehicle. 
 
Frank is named inventor on 4 US patents (6,195,648, 7,266,507, 7,359,773, 7,430,4710) and has 3 currently 
in process. 
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